Abstract: A quantale is a complete lattice equipped with an associative binary multiplication distributing over arbitrary joins. We define the notions of right (left, two) sided derivation and idempotent derivation and investigate the properties of them. It's well known that quantic nucleus and quantic conucleus play important roles in a quantale. In this paper, the relationships between derivation and quantic nucleus (conucleus) are studied via introducing the concept of pre-derivation.
Introduction
A quantale is a complete lattice equipped with associative binary multiplication distributing over arbitrary joins. Among the numerous examples of quantales are frames, various ideal lattices of rings and C -algebras and the power set of a semigroup. The study of such partially ordered algebraic structures goes back to the work of Ward and Dilworth [1] [2] [3] on residuated lattices in the late 1930's, motivated by ring-theoretic considerations. The notion of quantale was proposed as a combination of "quantum logic" and "locale" by Mulvey [4] in 1986, with the purpose of studying the foundations of quantum mechanics and the spectra of non-commutative C -algebras. In 1990, Yetter [5] revealed the importance of quantales for linear logic, the logical foundation of theoretical computer science, which was proposed by Girard [6] . Since then, the theory of quantales has aroused great interest of many researchers, and a great deal of new ideas and applications of quantales have been discussed [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Derivation is helpful to the research of structure and property in algebraic system, which was introduced from analytic theory. There are many authors who studied derivations in various algebraic structures, such as rings, lattices, BCI-algebra and subtraction algebras, etc [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In [16] , we introduced the notion of derivation for a quantale, and we discussed some related properties. It is well known that quantic nucleus and quantic conucleus play important roles in quantale theory because they determine the quotients and substructures in the category of quantales [17, 18] . The motivation of this paper is to study the properties of derivation further and the relationships between derivation and quantic nucleus (conucleus) on a quantale.
Preliminaries
In this section, we review some elementary notions of quantale theory [10] . 
for all a 2 Q and fb i g Â Q.
Since a& and &a preserve arbitrary sups, they have right adjoints which we denote by a ! r and a ! l respectively. Thus a&c Ä b if and only if c Ä a ! r b and c&a Ä b if and only if c Ä a ! l b.
In this paper, we denote the top element and the bottom element by > and 0 respectively. It is clear that 0&x D 0 and x&0 D 0 for all x 2 Q.
(3) a is (strictly) two sided iff a is both (strictly) right sided and (strictly) left sided. (4) Q is two sided (right sided, left sided) iff every a 2 Q is two sided (right sided, left sided).
1 is a unit iff 1 is both a right and a left unit. (9) Q is (right, left) unital iff Q has a (right, left) unit. A quantale Q is commutative iff a&b D b&a holds for all a; b 2 Q. It is obvious that Q is commutative iff a ! r c D a ! l c for all a; c 2 Q, and we denote by a ! c. Q is right commutative iff .a&b/ ! r c D .b&a/ ! r c for all a; b; c 2 Q. It is easy to observe that Q is left commutative iff a&b&c D b&a&c.
Definition 2.4. Let P be an ordered set. A map f W P ! P is called a closure (coclosure) operator on P if, for all a; b 2 P ,
Definition 2.5. Let Q be a quantale. A quantic nucleus (conucleus) on Q is a closure (coclosure) operator j such that j.a/&j.b/ Ä j.a&b/ for all a; b 2 Q. We say that a quantic nucleus (conucleus) j is strict if it satisfies j.a/&j.b/ D j.a&b/.
Picado introduced the notion of quantic pre-nucleus in [9] , which generalizes Banaschewski's definition of a (localic) pre-nucleus [19, 20] . Definition 2.6 (Picado [9] ). Let Q be a quantale. An order preserving mapping j o W Q ! Q is called a quantic pre-nucleus iff it satisfies
It is easy to prove that Q j o D fa 2 Qjj o .a/ D ag is a closure system and the associated closure operator is given by j.a/ D^fb 2 Q j o ja Ä bg:
Theorem 2.7 (Picado [9] ). Let j o be a quantic pre-nucleus on a quantale Q. If j.a/ D V fb 2 Q j o ja Ä bg for all a 2 Q, then j is a quantic nucleus on Q.
Definition 2.8. Let Q be a quantale. A nonempty subset I Â Q. I is an ideal of Q if it satisfies the following two conditions:
2) for all x 2 Q and a 2 I , we have a&x 2 I and x&a 2 I .
Derivation on quantales
In [16] , we defined the notion of derivation on quantales as follows:
Let d be a mapping on a quantale Q, then d is a derivation on Q, if it satisfies the following conditions
for all a; b 2 Q and fb i g Â Q.
Remark 3.1.
(1) Let Q be a quantale. We define a mapping According to the above definition, we obtain the following basic properties:
Proposition 3.2. Let d be a derivation on a quantale Q and a; b; c 2 Q, we have:
The following corollary follows from Proposition 3.2 (5) . In the following, we give some definitions about derivation which are similar to those on quantic nucleus.
Example 3.8. Let Q be the complete lattice shown in Fig. 1 and the operations & on Q is shown in Table 1 . It is straightforward to verify that .Q; &/ is a quantale. We define 
Let .Q; &/ be a quantale, we denote the collection of all derivations on Q by D.Q/. Define the operation "
Theorem 3.11. Let Q be a quantale. Then, (1) .D.Q/; ı/ is a complete lattice; (2) if Q is two sided and right commutative, then .D.Q/; ı/ is a quantale.
Proof.
(1) We prove that D.Q/ is a complete lattice under the pointwise order.
Let fd i g Â D.Q/ and fa j g Â Q, we have
Q/ has a bottom element. Therefore, D.Q/ is a complete lattice.
(2) We need to prove "ı" is a binary operation on D.Q/.
Since Q is right sided, we have .
Since Q is left sided and right commutative, then ..
From the above, we have .
It is clear that the operation ı is an associative binary operation satisfying the distribution over arbitrary joins, so .D.Q/; ı/ is a quantale. Proof. We first prove that Q d is a complete lattice under the pointwise order of Q.
From the above, we have .Q d ; &/ is a quantale. By the proof of Theorem 3.14, we have the following corollary. In the following, we shall give a description for a derivation on general quantales. Lemma 3.16 (Paseka and Kruml [8] ). Let .Q; &/ be a quantale and QOEe D fa _ k W a 2 Q; k 2 f0; egg, where e is an arbitrary element such that e … Q. We define the supremum on QOEe: e _ 0 D e and
The multiplication & 0 on QOEe is as follows:
Then (QOEe; & 0 ) is a unital quantale with the unit e.
Let Q be a quantale and d W Q ! Q a map on Q. We define the map N d W QOEe ! QOEe such that Proof. Clearly, if N d is a derivation on QOEe, then d is a derivation on Q. Conversely, we assume that d is a derivation on Q. Let fb i _ k i g i Â QOEe and b i 2 Q; k i 2 f0; eg . We have
QOEe and a; b 2 Q; k
Case 1:
The relation between derivation and quantic nucleus
In the following, we introduce the concept of pre-derivation which is the generalization of derivation. 
Remark 4.2.
( Proof. For all a; b 2 Q, we can prove that
On the other hand, we have g.g.a// Ä g.a/ by (i). Therefore,
Remark 4.11. From Proposition 4.10, we know that every ideal of Q can be represented by the fixed set of a prederivation of Q. Conversely, a fixed set of a pre-derivation of Q is not an ideal in general. In Example 3.8, we know that d 2 is a derivation of Q but Q d 2 D f0; >g is not an ideal of Q for a&> D a … Q d 2 . Let a be an element of a commutative quantale Q. A mapping d a W Q ! Q defined by d a .b/ D a&b is a derivation on Q, we call d a is a simple derivation [16] . It is obvious that zero derivation and identity derivation are special simple derivations. From the above, we can obtain that d a is a quantic conucleus on Q.
Conclusion
In this paper, we first introduced the notions of right (left, two) sided derivation and idempotent derivation for a quantale, and discussed some interesting structural properties about these derivations on quantales. We got an important result that the collection of derivations in a quantale Q is a complete lattice, furthermore, it is a quantale if the quantale Q is right sided and right commutative. Also, the fixed set Q d of a quantale Q is a quantale and d is a quantale homomorphism from Q onto Q d if d is two sided, idempotent and expansive. Then, we introduced pre-derivation which is an extended notion of derivation and studied the relationship between derivation and quantic nucleus. We believe that these results will be useful in theoretical computer science. We will study the generalized derivations on quantales in future work.
